Adverb Quiz – Level A

Study Sheet

- Adverbs modify words (in particular, adjectives, verbs and other adverbs). This means they describe or give more information about the words.

- Adverbs can tell HOW something was done or happened. Some examples of adverbs that tell how are: lovely, carefully, slowly, loudly and silently.

- Adverbs can tell WHEN something happened. Some examples of adverbs that tell when are: daily, now, never, sometimes and today.

- Other adverbs tell WHERE something happened, like: here, inside, everywhere, up and downstairs.

- Some adverbs tell HOW MUCH. These adverbs include: very, almost, too, simply and rather.

Quiz

A. Instructions: Find and circle the ten adverbs in the following sentences:
1. Giraffes are very tall and have extremely long tongues.
2. They are fed daily and like fruits and vegetables.
3. They eat mostly Acacia leaves, munching them quickly because they really like them.
4. They walk slowly and lazily, stretching their necks up to the trees.
5. I can’t wait to go to the zoo tomorrow and see the giraffes.

B. Instructions: Put a T for True and an F for False

1. _____Joyfully and slowly are adverbs that tell HOW something was done.
2. _____Adverbs are the name of a person or thing.
3. _____Yesterday and later are adverbs that tell WHEN.
4. _____Adverbs should always be capitalized.
5. _____Away and upstairs are adverbs that tell WHERE.
6. _____Adverbs never end with an “ly.”
7. _____Some adverbs say HOW MUCH something was done.
8. _____Cat and dog are adverbs.
9. _____Totally and almost are adverbs that tell HOW MUCH.
10. _____Sadly, always, tomorrow, and very are adverbs.